Commemorative Gift Ideas

Spring (watercolor) print by Karol Wyckoff P'86. From a signed, limited edition. Unframed - $75.

Summer (watercolor) print by Karol Wyckoff P'86. From a signed, limited edition. Unframed - $75.

Autumn (watercolor) print by Karol Wyckoff P'86. From a signed, limited edition of 2,000. Unframed - $75.

Winter (watercolor) print by Karol Wyckoff P'86. From a signed, limited edition of 250. Unframed - $150.
Commemorative Gift Ideas

**Wilkins Meeting House** (watercolor)
print by
Karol Wyckoff P’86.
From a signed, limited edition of
1,000.
Unframed - $75.

**Proctor Class Ring**

Herff Jones has created two ring designs for graduates to choose from. One is very simple and elegant, with only the Proctor tree; while the second offers text with the tree. Rings are available in a variety of metals and design elements.

Order directly from [Herff Jones](#).

**Proctor Captain’s Chair**

Beautiful Captain’s Chair of northern hardwood, finished in black with red cherry arms. Made by Standard Chair of Gardener. Order directly from Standard Chair.

To order click [HERE](#).
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by Eglomise Designs

Below is a sampling of items that are available to order directly from Eglomise Designs. Visit their website and order by calling 800-443-8987.

Proctor Desk Box
Made of hand-finished poplar wood. Maxwell Savage color illustration and “Proctor Academy, Andover, NH.” Size 11”x 9”x2 1/2”. Made by Eglomise Designs.

Desk Clock
The desk clock features a Maxwell Savage color illustration and “Proctor Academy, Andover, NH.” Size 7”x8”x2”. Made by Eglomise Designs.

Glass Paper Weight
The glass paper weight features a Maxwell Savage color illustration and “Proctor Academy, Andover, NH.” Cast from pure American glass rimmed with Proctor green.

Glass Photo Frame
Made of substantial glass with an easel back. Designed to accommodate a photograph and features a Maxwell Savage color illustration and “Proctor Academy, Andover, NH.”